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We’re back! Didya miss us?
Exhibition Hall had to take a bit of a
break, what with a 25,000 sqft. exhibit having
to be ﬁnished, cons having to be planned and
weather in England that was positively Upper
Michigan bad. So, we took a break. These
things happen, but we’re back and we’re going to be trying to do 6 to 8 issues this year.
And then there was the computer
crash.
You see, I had a system set up that
worked really well, that had all my fonts and
software legally installed and ready to go, all
the art I’d collected from various people and
even a few articles that I’d been waiting to
use, and they’re all gone now. It’s a shame,
I spent a lot of time gathering it all, and now
it’s gone. Sorrow! At least I’ve still got my iBook
with the Adobe Suite but no internet connection, and my MacBook which can internet but
not layout. It’s a two system project now, this
zine thing!
Luckily, things are looking up again, and
how could it be otherwise when seven time
Hugo Award winner Brad Foster sends you a
cover that’s this amazing! I mean, out of the
blue, he sends it and it’s amazing! Good on
you, Brad!
There’s a full calendar of Steampunk
cons for the year, and we’ll be covering many
of them. We’re going to be at Nova Albion
(where you might have been handed this issue!) And we’ll have folks at the Canadian
Nation Steampunk Convention, at Steam-

Con, and at FenCon in Dallas where Gail
Carriger will be the writer guest of honor. We
might even have folks at other events, but
you never can tell. This is the year of the West
Coast Convention, as the WorldCon is in Reno
(with Tim Powers as Writer GoH), Westercon in
my hometown of San Jose (The Foglios as Artist GoHs), CorFlu (which I chaired and went
really well), World Fantasy (which I think has
some guy named Gaimen as the GoH) and
so many more! It’ll be hard to cram another
con in, but I’ll give it a try!
There are more books coming out,
which is always a good thing. New stuff from
Cherie Priest and Gail Carriger which is good.
It’s funny, we did an issue of Journey Planet
(available on eFanzines.com) and my friend
and collaborator Claire Brialey wrote an article about a panel she was on at the Australian WorldCon with Gail. She had never read
any of the Parasol Protectorate books until after the con and she loved them. I would have
gotten her a signed book at SteamCon had I
known!
So, what’s in this issue? There’s my look
at SteamCon, a wonderful time it was, and
there’s a review of the Gypsy Nomads album
that I bought there. London Bureau Chief
James Bacon takes a look at the new Robert
Rankin book, and more! It should be a good
one.
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The ﬁrst Steampunk convention I went
to was the Sunnyvale Steam-Powered over
Halloween weekend 2008. It was an amazing weekend and one that opened a lot of
eyes. It was the ﬁrst time we met Mike Perschon, the ﬁrst time I actually met a bunch
of the folks whose costumes I’d been seeing
at BayCon and Silicon and the like. It was a
moment where the deﬁnition of what Steampunk fandom would become was being written. Then there was SteamCon I almost a year
later and it was more fun, in the greatest hotel
in the world for a Steampunk convention. It
was an amazing time. 2010 was the year of
the Steampunk Convention, with more than a
dozen around the world. The Nova Albion Steampunk Exhibition was great fun, though not
without its problems. It was where we learned
that a great space adds so much to the experience of a con, and a weak space can
really hurt one.
The second SteamCon, held between
the Seattle Airport Hilton and the Marriott, was
one of the best times I’ve ever had at a convention. But more importantly, it was the sign
of what’s to come for Steampunk fandom,
and also a great weekend for other reasons.
Linda and I arrived a little early, our ﬂight
was turbo-speed apparently, and we got to
check into the hotel and I made my ﬁrst panel
early. Sadly, in the Green Room, they didn’t
have my badge. Actually, that’s not a bad

thing because even with a badge, no one
would know who I am. I ran off to my ﬁrst panel, one with Kevin Stiel and Cherie Priest about
Blogs and the like. Sadly, it was one of the ﬁrst
panels of the weekend and that meant that
there weren’t many folks. Luckily, Cherie was
on as always and it was a lot of fun. I recorded
Cherie and Kevin doing a promo for the Drink
Tank Review of Books, but Cherie broke in the
middle of her line. It was much funnier that
way!
After that ﬁrst panel, I started wandering
around and came across a few folks I knew,
including the legendary Professor Steam, who
was dressed in an incredible lab coat that
seemed to have been made from corrugated steel! It was awesome. Sadly, I didn’t see
him for the rest of the con. I headed off to me
second panel, all about robots.
The Computer History Museum has a
nice little collection of robots, including a couple of very important ones like Shakey and the
Stanford Cart. I was there to provide a bit of
historical context. The other guy on the panel,
whose name is now lost to me like Genghis
Khan’s tomb, was more up on contemporary robots and brought a ton of images, including one of a robot cheetah that scares
the hell out of me! I mean really, think about
it - you’re at home, watching a little TV and
the robots have ﬁnally had enough and start
their inevitable up-rising. The ﬁrst ones with the
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stubby arms and the slow-moving treads ﬂush
you out of the house into the street and you
run into the high grass and expect that now
you’re safe, only to see a fast-moving swath
being cut through the crass that eventually
pounces on you, feasting on your gooey insides! It’s horror, no?
Anyhow, the room was very full, probably 50 or 60 people in it, and I thought that
the panel was a success. Everybody loves robots... at least until they rise up to destroy their
masters.
After that, Linda and I went to the room
to get a little rest and followed that up with a
trip to the Dealer’s Room. We ran into more
folks we knew, which is always nice, and Linda
found her hat dealer. I really should give her
a shout-out in these pages, but for the life of
me, her name is gone. Maybe I’ll do a photo
essay of her hats. Yes, that sounds lovely! Linda
bought two hats from her this year to go with
the four others she’s bought before!
Linda and I went to the restaurant in the
Marriott which was so good! I had an awesome Pork Chop. Linda had a delightful salad.
As we were leaving, I realized that Unwoman,
with whom I’d shot a video at the Computer History Museum a few weeks before, was
playing in the Salon. We headed there and
she was almost at the end of her set, but we
at least got to hear what I think of as the highlight of the con when it comes to music: Unwoman playing Bad Romance. You can see
some of it in my video tribute to SteamCon II
on YouTube at . She’s one of my favorites and
I was so glad to get to see her a couple of
times throughout the weekend. I must remember to ask her to do a cover of This Charming
Man sometime!

Top: Kevin Stiel & Mike Perschon
Bottom: Gail Carriger & Her Hat
After that, there was a lot going on,
but Linda was exhausted and I was in need
of a free drink. That led me to the Art Show
reception. The Art Show was pretty awesome,
with some great pieces from folks all over the
place, but sadly no Porkshanks. I love her stuff!
The art show was larger than most of the ones
I’ve been to at Steampunk conventions, and
it was better-ﬁlled than the one at the previous Steamcon. I’d say it was the best as far as
over-all presentation of materials.
I met up with Dan Sawyer, Kevin Stiel
again, Jo Vertech, who I met at WindyCon
when I was Fan GoH, Miss Gail Carriger and
after a while, Mr. Mike Perschon. It was a good
crew, we tied a little on, and then retired to
the bar for an evening of the kind of conversation that you’ll ﬁnd in that YouTube video.
Those folks are awesome. We stayed up late,
but then I had to bail and get some sleep. I
had a lot to do the next day and sleep was
an important part of it. Of course, I also had
to watch Community on Hulu before I slept.
It was the Conspiracy Theories episode, easily
one of the best they’ve ever done!

The biggest day was Saturday, when I
had hoped to tape Mike Perschon’s interview
with James Blaylock. Sadly, the sound wasn’t
good enough and there were three panels for
me to prep for. One of them was my favorite
panel of the weekend for me: the Weird West
in Fiction and Journalism. I wrote the article
about it for issue 15, so you can experience
some of it there. I’ll wait. Go ahead and take
a look.
>Whistles<
-WaitsAlright, you’ve read it! Good on you! I
love old -timey journalism and this one I really
researched. It was a blast. I did my Sports in
the 19th Century panel as well, which needs
some work, but what you gonna do?
The Art Show, the Dealer’s Room and
the Salon were frequent places for me to visit.
I got to chat with the folks from Ghoultown,
who were really cool. I enjoyed talking with
‘em and they shot a video with me too! I love
that! We saw The Gypsy Nomads at the Salon and they were really good. So good that
I risked bouncing my rent check to buy their
CD (which I review later in the issue) and while
we came back a couple of other times in the
day, I was most impressed with the Nomads.
After dinner, I sat and chatted with Jay

Lake for a bit, asked him for an article that I ran
in The Drink Tank’s year-end issue, and then
hung out in the Burlesque show for a bit with
Gail and Merv & Judith. It wasn’t great, though
it had some moments. I had to leave before
Veronique Cheveleir played, since Linda was
getting ready for the evening’s musical offerings. It was Bakelite 78, Ghoultown and Abney
Park. We ran into Alisa Green who told us that
they weren’t starting on time, so we hung out
for a bit and then ﬁnally headed back over.It
was snowing, just a little, but it was snow.
When we ﬁnally got there, Bakelite 78
was about 2/3 through their set. They were really good. I wish I had heard more of them.
There are hundreds of groups like that, solid,
fast-laying fun musicians who I’ve never heard
but are awesome. If only I had all the time
and money in the world! They were followed
by the most exciting thing to me about the
con: Ghoultown.
My Buddy Jeremy had introduced me
to their music about 7 years ago. He had seen
them and he got all their music. I glommed
off of his and they quickly became one of my
favorites. I had never managed to see them
and this was a great GothBilly madness show!
They played almost everything I wanted to
hear, save for The Ballad of Jonah Hexx. After
the show, it was 1am, so we left before Abney
Park started.

Sunday started
like every Sunday for
me: with snow dropping from the sky. It
wasn’t overly heavy,
but it was there.
We had breakfast,
bummed around a
bit and then I headed off to my most
important panel: My
Interview with James
Blaylock. I’d done
an interview with him
at Nova Albion and
that served as a starting point. We talked
about his Steampunk
works, focusing on my three faves: The Digging
Leviathan, Lord Kelvin’s Machine and Homunculus. Linda and I love James and his wife, we
have ever since we got to hang with them as
GoHs at WindyCon. I need to read the rest of
his books now. I keeping meaning to. We got
a good reaction, but alas, no one was recording it. I had my camera, but yet never thought
to use it! FOOL!
After that, there was a break where I got
some food, then headed out to the ﬁnal panel for me, Steampunk Zines. Along the way, I
stopped to make a couple of videos which
are included in the SteamCon piece that’s on
YouTube. I was having too much fun.
We ran into Mike Perschon who came
into our panel. I’d brought a bunch of zines
to pass around and gave
some to folks. I love the fact
that there were a great many
people, well, a great many for
a Fanzine panel. In fact, there
were more than a dozen,
which for a WorldCon would
be a good number. We talked
and Mike told me his diabolical plan for the summer, which
I highly approve of. I think you’ll
approve, too.
Heading back to the
Marriott, we headed for the

bar so we could get
some food. Mike,
Dan, Kevin and Gail
all joined us. That was
nice. We talked and
did schtick, which is
a major part of any
bar experience at a
con. Gail even did
a lovely little dance,
though there was no
music.
The
night
came
suddenly,
and there was snow.
Lots of snow. Folks
started to leave and
Mike had to go and
catch his plane around 6. We hung around for
at least another three hours. All the fun in the
world!
After that, it was sleep and then Seattle
Proper in the morning.
Monday was all snow, but it was fun to
go into town and take the Underground tour,
the most Steampunk of all tours I’ve been on! It
was a lot of fun, and we followed that up with
Creole food. After that, some shopping and
then it was back on the light-rail. I love light
rail. It’s an almost-Steampunk way to travel,
and in the case of Seattle, it’s hyper-convenient! We got to the airport, where earlier in
the day a Chinese plane had skittered down
the runway into the over-run. As a guy who is
afraid of ﬂying, this freaked me out!

The con was great, That’s the best way
to put it. I loved the way they set it up, I loved
the venue, I loved the music, I loved the people. It was an improvement over 2009, which is
saying something as a con with Tim “The Tower” Powers as a GoH is always going to get my
love. I would say it was one of the three best
cons I went to in 2010 (trailing Reconstruction
in Raleigh and Eastercon in London) and I will
miss the hotels as they move next year to bigger, and apparently better, digs up the way a
bit in Bellevue. I’ll be there, but I worry about
the loss of the greatest venue I’ve ever been
to for a con of this type. Still, I am looking forward to staying at the Hyatt Regency, the
place looks extra comfy!

The world of Steamcon conventions
has exploded with more than a dozen in 2010
around the world. It’s the wave of the future,
it really is. We started as a group of folks corresponding via the web and then we started
hanging out to SF cons, followed by starting
zines and now we’ve come to the point where
we have our own conventions, our own clubs,
our own fandom. It’s an important thing that
we get together and with conventions like
SteamCon, it’s spectacular to see how we
interact and build on everything else we’ve
been doing.
The future of Steampunk is the Convention, and maybe that’s part of the problem.
Read The Steampunk State of the Union.

THE GATEHOUSE GAZETTE
AT A CROSSROADS OF SPECULATIVE FICTION
By Nick Ottens
The Gatehouse Gazette released its sixteenth issue this January. Themed Weird West,
it was the ﬁrst full color edition of the magazine. Since the summer of 2008, the Gazette
has been published at The Gatehouse every
two months.
It prides me to report that some of the
steampunk and dieselpunk enthusiasts who
contributed to that very ﬁrst edition more than
two and a half years ago are still with us today.
Nearly every release has also introduced new
writers however, providing a combination of
consistency and diversity that I believe is part
of what makes the magazine so successful.
When the ﬁrst Gatehouse Gazette hit
the virtual shelves, steampunk had only just
been discovered by traditional media. It was
making its ﬁrst fashion statements and becoming more than a genre. Steampunk was in the
process of transforming itself into a movement
if not a subculture. It was a fascinating process to watch unfold.
At the same time, the Gatehouse Gazette has always tried to cast a critical eye on
the burgeoning steampunk culture. We never
lost sight of steampunk’s roots and have resisted attempts to ascribe elements to steampunk -- whether they were in costuming, ﬁction or philosophy -- that we believed should
not be part of it.
There is a healthy skepticism among
steampunks about people who brazenly proclaim that, “this or that is not steampunk!” but
some things just aren’t. We should not pretend
otherwise in the name of open-mindedness or
for the sake of Victorian niceness. An open
culture can very well be deﬁned.

An important, if ﬂuid, delineation separates steampunk from dieselpunk. The Gatehouse Gazette discriminates toward neither.
We cover both genres. But it seems the rift between them is widening.
Steampunk and dieselpunk have much
in common, especially in ﬁction and creativity. Both styles are beautiful in their own right.
In recent years though, I believe a difference
in mentality has become evident.
Whereas steampunk enthusiasts (or at
least most of them) have no problem blissfully
reminiscing about a past that wasn’t, reshaping history in their own image and adding or
removing whatever they like or don’t, dieselpunks tend to wonder more about what the
past can do for them today. Their mindset is
entrepreneurial. Dieselpunks seek to learn
from the past not only to put together an exquisite outﬁt or write about airships; they’re interested in applying mid-century ideals to the
present.
Make no mistake about it. There are
plenty of steampunks who are inspired by
their culture. There are plenty of steampunks
who try to apply Victorian era sensibilities to
their modern lives. But politically, they are,
appropriately, anachronistic -- augmenting
steampunk with modern day philosophy. Dieselpunks work the other way around, reviving
certain philosophies from the period under review because they believe they are still valid
today.
Just what are those philosophies? In
March 2010 blog entry at Dieselpunk44, Larry
Amyett suggests that we need to emphasize
the punk in dieselpunk. Punk, he observes, is

deﬁned by a strong sense of independence,
to the point of being considered rebellion.
Jack Rose was among the ﬁrst to suggest that the punk in dieselpunk should not be
understood as promoting anarchy. Instead he
referred to an individualism “which manifests
in every aspect of the culture, from the proliferation of sky pirates to the refusal of many
individuals to deﬁne what, exactly, the fashion is.” (“The Punk in Dieselpunk” Gearing Up,
May 12, 2008) Piecraft, in the third installment
of his “History of Dieselpunk,” published in the
Gatehouse Gazette in 2009, saw a similar attitude in dieselpunk ﬁction and described the
punk as “the otherness in juxtaposition to the
type of society or world in which the adventure and stories take place.” (“The History of
Dieselpunk, Part 3: Diesel’s Punk,” Gatehouse
Gazette 5, March 2009)
If dieselpunk is to have an agenda, it
would have to include, according to Amyett, “political trends that are highly critical
of the status quo and are not found in the
mainstream of that time or today.” (“Dieselpunk Politics - Part 1,” Dieselpunk44, March 21,
2010)
The politics of the dieselpunk era were
deﬁned by the unfettered laissez-faire of the
Roaring Twenties followed by the statism of
the New Deal era in America and the rise of
Communism and Fascism in Europe. Most of
dieselpunk ﬁction is set in either the 1930s or 40s
when governments were heavily involved in
directing the economy while personal liberties
eroded. Most of dieselpunk ﬁction moreover
features protagonists who defy that trend -heroic men and women who seek to combat
the encroachment upon their individuality by
monopolies or the state.
It is the individual who is central to the
dieselpunk mindset. Tome Wilson of Dieselpunks is unforgiving in this assertion. In “The Tenents of Dieselpunk Culture” (Dieselpunks.org,
March 3, 2010) he writes that, “like a skyscraper, a dieselpunk should reach for the greatest
heights imaginable knowing that he is supported by the experience of those around
him, but he should not rely on others to push
him upwards.”
The worse thing a dieselpunk can do,

according to Wilson, “is not contributing to his
own vision of the future.” He cannot afford to
rely on the efforts of others nor is he entitled
to the fruits of another man’s labor. The dieselpunk enthusiast sets out to make his own
future, armed with whatever tool is at his disposal, be it a brush, the pen, the camera or
the wrench. “Unrestricted by class, gender or
prejudice, dieselpunks are free to build [their]
own vision of the future; limited only [their]
own ambition.”
This New Promethean mindset is distinctly different from steampunk’s. Dieselpunks
dream of a tomorrow that never came to be:
a proud future past of accomplishment and
industry, free of guilt and smallness. That future, they believe, can still exist.
The future imagined by steampunk
by contrast won’t ever come into being.
Steampunks know that and they don’t mind.
If only parts of their vision can be brought to
our world, they have succeeded.
It is difﬁcult to imagine both punk genres
continuing to be part of the same community
when the political differences are so vast and
growing. Indeed the past year has seen the
rise of separate dieselpunk websites and forums, Dieselpunks.org foremost among them.
The Gatehouse Gazette will continue to try to
bridge the growing divide. I wonder though
whether increasingly, there isn’t more that divides us than unites us?
Steampunk and dieselpunk have much
in common. Both are anachronistic. In terms of
ﬁction, both remain similar. In terms of style, aﬁcionados often have difﬁculty deciding which
they prefer: the brass, elaborate Victorianism
of steampunk or the shiny, streamlined decodence of dieselpunk. But political and philosophical differences matter, especially when
they pit individualism against communalism
-- two fundamentally opposite views on what
should inspire human society and morality.
Only the future will tell whether these
differences lead to a more deﬁnitive split.
Perhaps one day we will reminiscence about
the days when steampunks and dieselpunks
could thrive in perfect harmony. In the meantime, I do know that the Gatehouse Gazette
will continue to ask these questions. We will

continue to try to shape the debate on the
The next Gatehouse Gazette is schedmeaning and future of the genres. And we uled for release May 1, 2011. Visit www.ottens.
will continue to push the boundaries of what co.uk/gatehouse/gazette for back issues and
it means to be a steampunk or a dieselpunk more information.
enthusiast.

The Gypsy Nomads: Happy Madness

I grew up Silicon Valley in the 1980s. That
doesn’t mean anything to you, I’m betting, but it is important when you consider the music that was coming
out of the place at the time.There was Metal, there was
Ska, there was Rockabilly, there was Country, there was
amazing acoustic folk-y-rock hitting the streets. They
were huge numbers of bands around and every kind of
music you could imagine. I hung out at the Cactus Club,
perhaps the most eclectic musical venue in all the San
Jose area, and found myself exposed to every kind of
music.To this day, my tastes run the ﬂoor, so when I ﬁnd
a band whose sound throws me for a loop, I become
obsessed.
And that’s what happened with the Gypsy Nomads, who have recently changed their name to Frenchy & The Punk.
Linda and I came across them in the salon at
SteamCon and I almost instantly decided that I needed
their CD. They had a sound that I couldn’t quite place.
Trad Jazz Folk Punk? Funk Rock Euro-Love? Weird
Gypsy Stuff? I had no idea what to call it, but when I got
home and put it in the CD changer in my car, I discovered that things were better than I’d imagined. From
the ﬁrst seconds, it was magic.
The ﬁrst song, Make-out, might be the most impressive opening track on any album I’ve purchased for
years. It’s a little of everything that I love. There was
jazzy, pop-y instrumentation with the marvelous voice
of Samantha Stephenson. Her voice runs from sultry
to sly to sonic-sluggery that batters you. In make out,
she’s both silky and fun. It’s a blast of a song, fast and
up-beat and a bit of the best kind of silliness. Multi-instrumentalist Scott Helland is at his best in this track,
with some funky changes and a ride that carries all the
way through. This was what I was hoping this album
would be.
The entire album sort of serves as a sine-wave.
It almost seems as if they planned an up-and-down
pattern to the album. The second song on the album,
House of Cards, isn’t nearly as up as the starter, but
it’s a solidly constructed and the lyrics, as good as they
are, get sorta hidden behind a well-constructed tune.
Still, Samantha’s voice is just buttery-smooth. The follow up, It’s OK, is a rocker, a rollicking tune that hits
all the points that House of Cards didn’t. This is one of
those albums, even from this point, that doesn’t suffer
from my most dreaded of all afﬂictions: Too much Wild

Horses, not enough Brown Sugar.
There’s a lot of connection that I hear when I
get to the second half of the album (which I consider
to be every song that follows the brilliantly self-depricative Yes, I’m French). There are a couple of songs
that recall the exceptional Blackmore’s Night (Marionette, for example) and others that bring up Souixie
& The Banshees (Dark Carnivale) and still others that
feel like they would have played beautifully well on a
1980s compilation alongside Echo & The Bunnymen or
Psychedelic Furs (I’m thinking Vaudeville Voodoo). That
combination of styles and tempo play well with the lyrics, which are so fun, but most importantly, there’s no
wasted production. Even the tacked-on portion at the
end of Yes, I’m French plays well and doesn’t at all pull
you out of the album.The vocals, in particular, are clean,
and I’ve found myself ﬁddling with my levels to isolate
the guitar, which is really strong. Frequently, I’ll listen to
a single phrase or lick and can see how it ﬁlls and ﬂows.
I love that.
I can’t wait to see the Gypsy Nomads again. I
can’t wait for another album. These guys might be my
favorite two-member band right now.
So take that pre-1993 They Might Be Giants!
You can ﬁnd more information on Frenchy &
The Punk (Formerly the Gypsy Nomads) at www.frenchyandthepunk.com

Japanese Devil Fish Girl and other unnatural attractions by Robert Rankin

Reviewed by James Bacon

Gollancz (September 2010 UK - March 2011 US)
This is a splendidly fun adventure story set
in the aftermath of one of the great science ﬁction
classics, War of the Worlds, and yet it’s thankfully fresh
and full of humor, and belies a deeper, more thoughtful
message.
Never happy with a clichéd setting, Rankin
immediately meddles with literary history by moving the infamous interplanetary conﬂict so that in his
far-fetched world it occurred in 1885, allowing him
further ﬂexibility and to draw in more historical characters. Not that this was needed by an author who
regularly addresses his readers through his footnotes,
creating pseudo-scientiﬁc explanations in a jocular
fashion to explain away inconsistencies and to allow
him latitude for laughter.
Despite being set in the wake of the Wellsian
masterpiece, it is in no way a derivative or second
rate work, and in actual fact, like most Rankin books,
is of its own style and setting, with quite an imaginative and visually satisfying feeling and in this case relying on an interestingly fantastical mixture of alternative history and steampunkedness, while discreetly
reﬂecting on our current situation—most pointedly
the current conﬂict in Afghanistan.
Rankin started entertaining readers with The
Antipope, the ﬁrst of the Brentford Trilogy in seven
parts in 1981. His initial series of books were set in
suburban west London, a ﬂat cap humor with a neat
mix of urban legend, mysticism, pint drinking, rascalling and buckets of laughs. He went on to write more
science ﬁctional work, with his Armageddon series,
staring Barry a Time Travelling Sprout, and a General
Electric Mini-gun toting Elvis, and Earth the Television
studio. With thirty two books his style and subject
have been variable, from stories set in Toyland with
Nursery characters to the Road Trip adventure of
friends.
In recent times, his works seem to have a ma-

turity and sensibility that some people, and dare I say
some reviewers, just wash over as they laugh at the
good mix of joviality or critique the style of humor..
It’s easy to enjoy the humor and smile at his expert
knowledge and ability to create incredibly realistic
Victoriana, or whatever subject his characters are
engrossed with at the time.
His last two books have in turn dealt with the
complexity of the mind, and real friendship. In Da Da
De Da Da Code, Rankin, with consummate writing
skill, maintains a fun story while exploring what is
insanity, with the main character thinking that he has a
reincarnation of guitarist Robert Johnson in his mind
as a monkey, telling him what to do, but the readers
never know whether this is madness or part of the
absurd ﬁction that they are used to, and the ending is
a grim reﬂection on the depths our emotional scales
can sink to and a reminder that we truly do not understand the human mind.
With Retromancer, it was about time travel,
puns and jokes in a German-occupied Britain, but
it’s also about friendship, and what real friendship,
comradeship, back to back looking after one another
is about. Again, the art of the comedian telling the
hilarious joke that is in front of something terribly sad
comes through here, and that is the sort of entertainer that Rankin is. He has great stories; they are
ingenious and unique, although he uses many sources
to derive his angle on life. He engages with his readers, but underneath it all, he has a chilling cynicism and
insight into humanity, like many observers, an aspect
that needs deeper consideration.
To categorize Rankin for those of you unfamiliar, unfortunately, there is no genre per se for his
work, so it gets lumped into the shoebox of British Humorous Science Fiction and Fantasy. This is a
category to which others, such as Pratchett, Holt and
Fforde are also ascribed. Just like the Goons, Monty
Python, The Young Ones and Little Britain, all the
creators are quintessentially British, and are skilled in

making readers smile and laugh, but apart from this,
the commonality gets more difﬁcult to identify. Of
course if Pratchett is the Mainstream Master of this
category, then Rankin is the Cult stand up rebellious
comedian.
In Britain, Rankin has a massive following.
Estimated, he has sold around 3 million books, including foreign sales, but he is also a man of the people,
engaging in activities, from Open Top Bus Tours of his
beloved Brentford, to making costumes for his attendance at conventions, performing live gigs playing the
ukulele and of course, designing and creating all his
book covers, for the last ﬁfteen years now, initially as
sculptures, and of late being commissioned to draw
the cover artwork.
The Black and White Artwork on the cover
of this The Japanese Devil Fish Girl and Other Unnatural Attractions is also by Rankin and it illustrates
the characters and gives the readers a taste of the
slight strangeness of what is in store, although some
may think that it looks very detailed and yet may
have been done with a Magic Marker, and this may be
true and is in itself allegorically the simple beauty of
Rankin.
It’s 1895 and initially we are introduced to our
protagonist, young George, in charge of a showman’s
grotesque, a pickled and quite rancid Martian, along
with George’s employer, the feckless Professor Cofﬁn
who runs the Cabinet of Human Curiosities. They are
showmen.
Following some interesting ‘precognistations’
that also make one of the aforementioned horrors of
state a little clearer and more personal, George and
the professor, who seem quite a pair of bounders, are
soon both on an adventure as they use credit and
aliases, and cheat their way on board the Empress of
Mars, a massive trans-oceanic lighter-than-air vessel,
with sumptuous trappings as they seek out the Japanese Devil Fish Girl, the ultimate showman’s freak, or
is it folly?
Rankin conjures up a beautiful vision of Victorian Splendor, laying it on in a manner that sets it
slightly apart from reality, but which still feels truly of
the age, where solar system trade and travel is a given.
Between Babbage and Tesla, and some nifty back engineering, the world is considerably askew from that at
the end of the original Wells work and very far from
the picture that Edison drew.
The author manages to provide us with Jovians
and Venusians to complement the Martians of invad-

ing fame, while the callous and most horrid manner in
which the war with the Martians is brought to their
home planet and to an end is quite inspired in its
despicability, but not unimaginable. The British Empire,
for all its pomp, was never fair and quite frequently
horrifyingly diabolical, something missed by many in
a Steampunk costume these days, and Rankin ably
reminds us that lying to the masses and using means
justiﬁed by the ends is as common as ever.
The manipulation and true horror of what
powers will do to stay in control, convince people
that they have something to fear, and then deal with
the matter in such an underhand and despicable manner is insightful.
This occurs on a number of levels, as mind
control, both manipulative manoeuvring and chemically induced, are included in the story. There is nothing
as horrible as thinking you may have been forced or
induced to do something you didn’t want, and this is
an important part of the immediate story, or how this
is overcome, and how nastiness, greed and self interest can easily make any qualms disappear. Rankin has
an inspired understanding of the human consciousness
and thought process, yet he makes it feel light and
understandable; there is no high level philosophy being
shoved down the reader’s throat, but as part of the
story, as part of the tale, we get to understand the evil
nature of a man who wants to manipulate.
To counter this dark sounding aspect, as soon
as George embarks on adventure, he meets Ada
Lovelace, who quickly becomes a love interest as well
as able adventuress. It is this relationship, full of quirks
and George’s doubt, that becomes so important to
the story and to a degree the positive aspect that
ﬁghts against the surrounding dark.
We visit New York and the trip takes quite a
few twists and turns, taking us to a massive predicament, for humanity and most importantly for London,
leading to a wonderful battle between the various
worlds inhabited of the solar system in London’s skies.
There is also an embedded moral message
within this book, that goodness and love will overcome. This sounds rather whimsy, but it is George’s
intrinsic goodness that allows him to overcome evil.
There are other metaphorical references, a recurring
anti-war message reﬂecting Britain’s current state of
war and a ﬁnger is also pointed at the preposterousness of violence for the sake of beliefs.
I frequently feel that there has been a lack of

reﬂective science ﬁctional work shining a thoughtful
light on the current conﬂicts. I realise that the job that
was once science ﬁction’s, with Heinlein and Starship Troopers calling on his World War 2 experience,
and Joe Haldeman and The Forever War with‘Nam,
James White and Tableua with the background of Irish
Problems, John Scazi’s books perhaps a reﬂection of
his own issues, but where are the books for the now
conﬂicts? Ken McLeods Execution Channel is one
I can hold up for sure, but it stands out. Meanwhile
reality has caught up with SF, with an RAF squadron based in Nevada, piloting remote control MQ-9
Reaper UAV’s in Afghanistan.
There have been so many books by combatants, so immediately; our shops shelves are full
of them and sometimes it’s as if Iraq two wars and
Afghanistans current ongoing war have all melded into
one ‘war, somewhere over there’ in people’s minds.
Movies about Iraq and Afghanistan, Green Zone, Hurt
Locker, Jarhead, even Iron Man showing a terrible
and gritty war, while these wars are essentially still
ongoing. Movies during the Second World War were
essentially propaganda, and hard grit with the realities
of war took decades to show. If we consider MASH,
its proximity to Vietnam meant it was about Korea,
and in the eighties, The A-Team were Vietnam vets, in
the noughties no such gap of time is required for our
sensibilities, they were Iraq Vets.
Chris Ryan and Ross Kemp keep us fed with
books and television, while authors who have been
there as journalists or more often now as combatants, such as Patrick Hennessey’s The Junior Ofﬁcers’
Reading Club: Killing Time and Fighting Wars gives an
immediate account of what is really going on. Added
to that the blogs and You Tube raw footage, people
can see the horror up close quite easily. Is this a job
that has been lost by science ﬁction in the twenty-ﬁrst
century?
In fairness, one media I can say has been open
to looking at the conﬂicts are comics. With Brian
Wood’s DMZ, America is torn apart by Civil War,
with Manhattan is a DMZ uncontrolled buffer, the
media and governments are intrinsically linked and the
violence and horror of war is nasty in its intimacy, it’s
a ﬁne example of science ﬁction reﬂecting on today’s
woes, although the SF genre even in comics, doesn’t
reﬂect it as much as I would like. We have Mark
Millar’s War Heroes, and Captain America, but there
has been quite a lot of pure war literature through
the medium of comics much of it independent: War

Fix, Shooting War, War is Boring, and even in the mainstream of comics with Combat Zone: True Tales of
GIs in Iraq by Marvel Comics.
Robert Rankin is well known for his light, fun
humor and easygoing patter, the ability to wink at the
reader, and sometimes to break that fourth wall, and
in this novel as always, there is much to enjoy and
to be fascinated by, but there is a deeper meaning, a
deeper reﬂection, perhaps some sort of subconscious
reaction to the modern twentieth ﬁrst century horrors that we can comfortably laugh at, in a science
ﬁction novel set in 1895.
His ability to give a reader a cheap laugh as
they sup on a pint, to impart the fun of adventure and
vividly visualise great settings and yet as a by product, somehow, subconsciously even, with the laughter
make a reader think, just a little bit about what is
going on in reality is a reﬂection of the intelligence of
this writer. To laugh and later think about it, is indeed
unusual.
A splendid story, from an author who seems
to be at home in a very far-fetched yet wonderfully
realised Victorian Scientiﬁc Romance world.

The Steampunk State of the Union
Delivered by Christopher J Garcia
At the Nova Albion Steampunk Exhibition
Welcome, welcome, it is my distinct pleasure to
be the one giving the Keynote for this auspicious gathering of Steampunks, new and old. Over the last ﬁve
years, we have seen an explosion in our numbers and
in the coverage of what we do as Steampunks. What
started as just plain science ﬁction in the late 19th Century has exploded to become a new form of creativity
that has taken off around the world. We have grown as
a fandom into something that is widely recognized.
I get a lot of static for calling it Steampunk
Fandom. I think people have seen several decades of
the treatment of fandoms as frivolous, silly things, but
if you look at how Steampunk has developed, it follows the lines of so many fandoms before it. There are
those who would rather we call it the Steampunk Lifestyle, which doesn’t ﬁt with me because it conjures up
images of slick magazines and cable networks in the
500s. There are those who would like it to be called
The Steampunk Movement, often those who think that
Steampunk is, and should be inherently political. There
are those who don’t even like the term Steampunk because there’s really nothing Punk about it. There are
those who don’t like the term Steampunk because
the Punk should come ﬁrst. I’ll simply use Fandom and
Community for this one interchangeably and beg for
forgiveness later.
One thing that I know we are is an Arts Movement. Since about 2000, and probably a few years before, we have formed a community of artists of many
types, a strong union of those interested in creating a
world. For some, it is a world that existed once and has
now faded. For others, it is a world that never existed,

and for others it is a world that could never exist. Steampunk is a setting, location, a planet, if you will, with an
inﬁnite number of parallels within it.We are all creating
more and more worlds with what we produce, with
our efforts. Unlike most other movements in the Arts,
we have a uniﬁed ﬁeld of view and it is not deﬁned
by what is ‘display-worthy’ or has ‘provenance’. It is a
world without true Curators, without much in the way
as far as barriers of entry go. It is a largely open world
in which anyone can create.
Let’s start with the costumers.The most recognizable segment of our community might be the costumers. Steampunk costumes go a long way back, as
far as the 1980s at WorldCon Masquerades as far as
I can tell. It was out of costuming groups, Renn Faires,
Dickens Faire and convention meet-ups that the modern Steampunk Fandom grew out of, and costumers
were a huge part. Alongside them, on-line situations to
share images, tips, compliment one another and snark
on failures popped up, which led to photographers getting involved, and later events speciﬁcally for Steampunk costuming. This has led to magazine spreads, like
the one in Bizarre magazine, and so many websites and
LJ and Facebook communities that I can’t even start to
count them.
This does lead me to one problem: a costume is
not required. There are so many areas where a person
can take part in Steampunk that it shouldn’t require
that one dress-up or have a persona. I, for one, am never comfortable in a costume, and I’ve never worn one
to a convention. I don’t think that’s wrong at all, and
I’m hoping that those who do have a problem with it

understand that I choose my segments and I stick with
them. I’ve heard of events that are completely closed to
people out of costume, and that’s ﬁne, I guess, but the
more open we are, the better. I have heard of folks who
were hassled for not dressing up at Steampunk cons
which is a shame. Even Furries don’t get bitter when
you show up at a con without a fursuit.
Let’s talk drawings, sculptures and such. It’s impossible for me to consider a Steampunk community
without the art that you see on sites like DeviantArt,
in the zines or in the art shows and programme books
for all the cons.There is so much vibrant art in the Steampunk vein that you can do a little experiment. Go to
DeviantArt.com and search for Steampunk. Then sort
the results by Newest. Remember the ﬁrst piece listed.
Then leave for an hour, go out and play a few hands
of blackjack, maybe go to eFanzines.com and read recent issues of Journey Planet or Exhibition Hall, maybe
teach yourself a few words of Dutch. Come back after
an hour and do the search again, the exact same way,
and then see how far back you have to go to ﬁnd that
ﬁrst one you found earlier. The ﬁrst time I did it, there
were 200 new pieces of art. This is how proliﬁc we are,
and while Sturgeon’s Law stating that 905 of anything
created is crap, that still leaves a ton of great, and a
certain something that I appreciate. We are a group of
artists who support one another. I’ve read dozens of
pieces of criticism, and while some is brutal, much of it
is constructive, assistive, and helpful. We support one
another, and that helps strengthen the community and
improve the overall quality of the art.
The Makers are an interesting set. They are
an amazing, well-documented portion of the community. They work on projects that you
can see in magazines like Make and
Builder. These folks aren’t so different
from the painters or the costumers,
and some are only fringe Steampunks,
but they play an important role. They
are the builders, the ones who can try
and make those Heath Robinson machines or come up with Infernal Devices. These are also some of the folks
who give the Steampunk community
the strongest Do-It-Yourself attitude,
and many of them are a part of the
radical self-reliance set. These are all
interesting adds to our community, and
let’s face it, some of the stuff they do is
shiny. Maker Faire might be the most

Steampunk affair in the world!
Let me talk about the writers.There’s a funny story I’ve
got from the ﬁrst SteamCon. I was there chatting about
Tim Powers and James Blaylock with a young lady in
a magniﬁcent bustle dress. She, very wide-eyed, asked
“So, someone saw the costumes people were making
and wrote stories about them?” I wasn’t quite sure
how to respond. To me, the Fictionists have largely deﬁned Steampunk, were the ones who planted the seeds
that became this shared world. Out of Verne and Wells
and Lovecraft came Powers and Blaylock and Mieville,
Cherie Priest and Gail Carriger and so many more.The
literature of the stampunks has ranged from amazing,
mind-shatteringly ﬁction like Perdido Street Station, to
the naughty fun of Gail’s Parasol Protectorate books, to
the fun and funny Anti-Ice by Stephen Baxter.
All that said, we’ve also seen Bandwagonism
start to pop its head up. If any of you read Steamed
by Katie McAllister, you know that it was a decent Romance novel, but it was entirely a romance novel with
a light tinge of Steampunk over the top. The resolution of the novel wasn’t even shown in favor of a Sex
Scene! And yet, if numbers are to be believed, she sold
more copies than any of the books of Tim Powers or
James Blaylock or KW Jeter. Seriously, you could buy it
at a grocery store. I bought my copy at Lucky’s. It’s a
weird thing, but there’s the unexpected catch theory.
It goes like this, somewhere someone read Steamed
and loved the setting. They turned to something like
Boneshaker and loves it. They then go back and ﬁnd
The Anubis Gates, which leads them to Iron Council
and then they’re there, in the heart of the beast. This is
the way it goes.
The novelists aren’t the only
ones writing in Steampunk. There’s a
strong wave of Steampunk Podcasts
and Steampunk Tales magazine, for tiny
devices, is a fantastic thing. There’s also
the writing about Steampunk that various members of the community do. In
the beginning, there was Steampunk
Magazine. Unapologetically political
with a particular slant, it was the ﬁrst
signiﬁcant Steampunk zine. That was
followed by a more different political
slant, with Gatehouse Gazette, which
also was built around Dieselpunk.
That was followed by Exhibition Hall,
the ﬁrst thing that could be called a
Fanzine in the meeting place. The zines

passionate about by liking it too, even if they like
it differently.
State of the Union addresses almost always have an announcement of a major project,
and mine is simple. This fall, I’ll be producing a
short ﬁlm based on my short story The Shadowcatcher. It will be shot in and around San Jose,
telling the story of a scientist in the early 20th
Century that wants to make contact with The
Other Side. We’ve seen some Steampunk ﬁlms
already, and we’re seeing more and more. I am
a true believer in the power of short ﬁlms, and
YouTube has made it possible to get a whole
new level of exposure. I hope we see more and
feature the art of our artists, the photos of our photographers, the writing of our writers, the opinions of our
curmudgeons. One thing I’ve always tried to do with
Exhibition Hall is focus on the light side, the side of the
community that gets together for fun and frolic. We’re
a community in need of some levity, at times, and I hope
ExHall does that.
And that’s not to say that I don’t think there are
some serious issues that we should consider and deal
with. One is the concept of Steampunk as a view of 19th
Century London, a location of racism, sexism, classism
and pretty much any –ism you can come up with.There
are others who say that the Victorian era was a time of
great innovation, scientiﬁc discovery, marvelous building and fantastically pretty clothing. Some say that any
mention or setting of Steampunk in a Victorian world
is to celebrate Imperialism. They have a point, but so
do those who say it was an amazing time of change. In
a way, you can never set these straight, either view is
almost exclusive of the other, but yet, we survive, thrive
even. We are a community capable of holding conﬂicting thoughts and still maintaining our path forward.
And this is so useful when you consider something like the ways in which we all create. There are
those who want Steampunk to be a place where they
can come and relax, free of the everyday political world
in which we live. Others want a political view to be
infused with the steampunk world. Others want the
Punk to be primary. To survive, all of these methods
must not only be accepted, but be considered valid.
There can be no single way in which to be a Steampunk. It is a ﬂexibility that we have to play with. In other
words, we all gotta play nice, even with people we think
are doing it wrong. Big Jake Von Slatt said it best in his
keynote at the ﬁrst Steampunk convention: There is no
way that someone else can ruin the thing that you are

more.

Of course, there is a danger that I think we all
see coming. It is the Mainstream. The pro of the mainstream latching on to Steampunk is more people to
hear the music, more people to shop the ETSY shops,
more readers for the magazines, more buyers for the
habadashers and clothiers, more novels being sold.This
is the plus, the long-term survival of those who produce the materials can be ensured.The downside is the
watering down. Many came to Steampunk to get out of
the mainstream, to ﬁnd something that is underground.
It will not be an easy thing bringing in all the people
who will inevitably discover Steampunk through Hot
Topic and articles in mainstream publications. It is possible to bring these new venturers into the fold, but it
is a careful thing to turn them into not just scenesters,
but into true die-hards. To quote Dune, “A beginning
is the time for taking the most delicate care that the
balances are correct.” We have to ensure some sort of
tradition, some continuity from what we were, but at
the same time we have to be ﬂexible, to understand
that there will be folks who want to make changes and
start new things.These should not be shut down out of
hand, but they should be considered, given assistance,
but also guided. We can not remain static, there is no
surer way to make sure you die than to resist change,
but it is imperative that we maintain something of the
structure we’ve built. Too much change: Doom. Too little change: Doom. Delicate balances.
And there is another worry: compartmentalization. With all these cons, with all these clubs and meetups springing up even city and state is that they can
become isolated, unaware that there is a greater group,
a larger fandom that can be tapped. Look at many of
the large regional science ﬁction conventions. Many

of the attendees are completely ignorant that there
is a larger science ﬁction community, even that there
are other conventions in their own state! There is no
Steampunk WorldCon yet, no single convention that
gathers people from around the world to one traveling location. That’s both a good and bad thing. Good
because it allows for the growth and strengthening of
the community within local areas, forming long-term
bonds, but bad when you look at the big pictures, that
each individual community may be ignorant of the others. This is a concern.

Let me close this thing with a vision of the future. I can see a time when a lot is different, when we’ve
got a Steampunk community that is younger, newer, different, when there are fewer participants and more
‘viewers’ as it were. This doesn’t worry me, because a
good participant is worth a hundred viewers, and can
be funded by a hundred viewers, and can inspire a hundred viewers to become participants. It’s what we can
do, what we can create in the various ﬁelds, in various
locations, that will ensure that others come along and
start to do their own thing. It’s what we do, not what
we say, that will keep us going.

